Care and accommodation of the affected people, casualties, refugees and evacuated in emergency situations
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Care and accommodation of the affected people, casualties in emergencies involves:

- Provision of Emergency shelter (temporary accommodation),
- Tracing service and Restore family links (RFL),
- Health care,
- Psychological First Aid and Psychosocial Support
- Provision of Food and drinking Water and
- Basic Hygiene items
Objectives of Care and accommodation...

To provide:
- Physical Conditions,
- Primary physiological and social needs of individuals, Families and communities for safe, secure, healthy and comfortable temporary space for life,
- Conditions for living in emergency situations

Including as many engagements and self-organization of beneficiaries in all stages of the process with the preservation of the dignity of vulnerable people.
Care and accommodation of the affected people, casualties, refugees and evacuated persons in emergency situations is civil protection measure.

It is being implemented within the protection and rescue measures,

It is Carried out for mitigating the consequences of nature and man made disasters, by providing as more as possible favourable living conditions in emergencies

Care and accommodation - shall be directly managed by emergency situation centres and trustees of civil protection - until such time that conditions are created for the competent bodies to take over.
Law on DRR & DM regulates:

- managing the care and accommodation of affected people, casualties;
- obligations of the competent authority of the local self-government unit to plan the care of affected people and casualties;
- obligations of owners and users of facilities and premises in public use and compensation for the use of these facilities for the care and accommodation of affected people and casualties;
- the protection and rescue forces that participate in the implementation of the tasks / measures of care and accommodation of affected people and casualties.
Guidelines on the methodology for vulnerability assessment and preparation of emergency response and rescue plans defines the content of the care and accommodation plan.

The care and accommodation plan is the basic document on the basis of which the protection and rescue entities organize, prepare and carry out the care of the affected people, casualties,
Who participate in provision of the Care ...?

protection and rescue **Subjects** and the protection and rescue **forces** that participate in the implementation of the tasks / measures of care and accommodation of affected people and casualties:

**protection and rescue **subjects:**
- bodies of the local self-government unit,
- Area Organizational Units of the Sector for Emergency Situations,
- companies and other legal entities,
- citizens and associations

**protection and rescue forces:**
- Emergency Management Centres,
- fire fighter and rescue units,
- Police,
- civil protection units and trustees of civil protection (commissioners),
- Red cross of Serbia,
- Subjects of special importance for protection and rescue,
- Associations equipped and trained for rescue and protection
It plans to provide care, accommodation of the affected people and causalities in cooperation with the Emergency management centers; covers the costs (finances) of carrying out civil protection measures and tasks; makes a decision on the manner of organization and functioning of civil protection, determines who are legal persons of special importance and are equipped and trained for protection and rescue for the level of local self-government.
Usual are

- communal - housing companies,
- tourist - catering companies,
- trade and food production,
- social welfare centers,
- community Health centers,
- Local Red cross branch and NGO
- others
By the local Plan of care and accommodation of affected people and causalities defines the tasks of equipped and trained legal persons based on:

- the assessment of vulnerability from nature and man made disasters,
- their capability profile,
- humane resources and capacities in goods and equipment

In accordance with the defined tasks from the local Plan of protection and rescue, in their Disaster response plan they (subjects) develop their own activities for acting in emergency situations.
The competent authority of a unit of local self-government with qualified legal persons for care, accommodation ... (subjects of spatial importance..) concluding and signing contracts defining the cost compensation for the preparation and engagement of these subjects.
By Law on the Red Cross of Serbia (OG/RS No107/2005)

The Red Cross of Serbia shall exercise public powers set under the law and perform other work of public interest in keeping with the ratified international treaty, the law, other regulations and Acts, and while performing such work the Red Cross of Serbia shall have the position of an organization being auxiliary to the competent state authorities in the humanitarian domain.

While performing the work, namely the activities, within its competencies the Red Cross of Serbia shall enjoy the support of competent state authorities, provincial authorities and local authorities.
- as subjects of special importance for protection and rescue, the Red Cross of Serbia, the Mountain Rescue Service and the Volunteer Firefighter Association of Serbia, **assist the competent state authorities** in carrying out tasks within their competence, and in accordance with public power (authorizations) and their program activities

- in addition to other tasks, the Red Cross participates in the implementation of evacuation of affected people and participates in the care, accommodation for affected people, causalities, refugees...
The power of the Red Cross

- National network of the Red Cross Branches (183)
  - Solidarity within the national network

- International network of the RC & RC
  - National societies (191)
    - Global solidarity for local solutions

- Red Cross Movement
  - NS’s of the RC/RC, IFRC, ICRC
National network of the Red Cross Branches (183), trained professionals and volunteers

Standardized emergency items / goods the Red Cross Branches (183), Stocks, Fundraising, Pre agreements

Human resources
Local Red Cross Branch ER/DR units, Specialized ER/DR National Teams

ER / DR equipment
the Red Cross Branches have basic EQPT, RCS HQ has specialized ER/DR EQPT

Logistical support
Warehouses, Fleet, Logistical chain
National network of the Red Cross Branches (183), trained professionals and volunteers

Red Cross Branches / depending on entrusted tasks by the responsible local authorities to the LRCB, Signed MoU, based on own capacities and competences are capable to

- Provide rapid field assessment and needs assessment of affected people and communities,
- Participate in evacuation and care, accommodation of …
  - Providing basic first aid service,
  - Delivery of emergency items (bottled water, blankets, and so on)
  - Setting up reception centers and temporary shelters
  - Providing Distribution centers / points for fast delivery,
  - Performs Tracing service and RFL,
  - Providing psychological first aid and basic psychosocial support
  - Participation in camp construction and equipping of accommodation centers
National network of the Red Cross Branches (183),

Red Cross Branches / depending on entrusted tasks by the responsible local authorities to the LRCB, Signed MoU, supported by RCS HQ / RCV / RCKM / RCBG are capable to:

- Provide rapid field assessment and needs assessment of affected people and communities by National FACT,
- Participate in evacuation and care, accommodation of …
  - Evacuation of flooded / people with special needs,
  - Evacuation of people in extreme winter conditions,
  - Setting up reception centers and temporary shelters
  - Providing Distribution centers / points for fast delivery,
  - Participation in camp construction and support of equipping accommodation centers with equipment for accommodation (beds, sleeping bags, heaters, electricity generators, sanitary containers, water tanks, kitchen sets, child friendly corners, so on)
Capacities of the Red Cross of Serbia
Capacities of the Red Cross of Serbia
Standardized emergency items / goods
the Red Cross Branches (183),
Stocks, Fundraising, Pre agreements

Red Cross Branches / depending on entrusted tasks by the
responsible local authorities to the LRCB, Signed MoU,
Based on own capacities and competences are capable to
- Base on field assessment and needs analyze of affected
  people and communities providing of PoA,
- Participate in provision care, accommodation of …
  - Delivery of relief items (food parcels, hygiene parcels, clothes,
    shoes, and other)
  - Providing Distribution centers / points for delivery,
  - Working in reception, providing Tracing service and RFL,
  - Providing psychosocial support
  - Managing of ad hoc volunteers
Human resources
Local Red Cross Branch ER/DR units,
Specialized ER/DR National Teams

professionally employed in the Red Cross (RC),
Leadership in RC Branches,
Trained volunteers for Disaster response,
Trained volunteers for other program activities
Volunteers who apply to express solidarity with affected people and casualties
Human resources

Local Red Cross Branch ER/DR units,
Specialized ER/DR National Teams

National ER/DR teams - specialized in:

- Field assessment of the needs of the vulnerable and coordination of the RC response operation – FACT, (assessment, planning, monitoring
- Rescue, evacuation, relief distribution to the safety islands in case of floods,
- Rescue, evacuation and treating in extreme winter conditions,
- Technical support to the vulnerable population and other teams,
  Water purification, water supply and sanitation – MTT

- depending on entrusted tasks by the responsible local authorities to the LRCB, and from National authorities to the RCS, Signed MoU, National ER/DR teams can provide support on the field
ER / DR equipment
the Red Cross Branches have basic EQPT,
RCS HQ has specialized ER/DR EQPT
ER / DR equipment
the Red Cross Branches have basic EQPT,
RCS HQ has specialized ER/DR EQPT
Capacities of the Red Cross of Serbia

- Logistical support, IT support
- Warehouses, Fleet, Logistical chain
Prolazna prihvatilišta

Evakuacija - Zbrinjavanje
Mesta za prihvat
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Црвени крст Србије
Red Cross of Serbia
Ishrana i druga pomoć u robi
Пролазно прихватилиште
Prolazno prihvatilište
Zbrinjavanje

Prolazno prihvatilište
Zbrinjavanje

privatnost - separate
Red Cross is integrated in National emergency management system

In the operations follows the basic principles of movement, and Principles and roles of the RC humanitarian actions

Is the auxiliary to the competent state authorities in the humanitarian domain.

depending on entrusted tasks by the responsible local authorities to the LRCB, and by National authorities to the RCS, Signed MoU, RCS HQ and the National ER/DR teams can provide significant support on the field to the affected people and to the Local authorities.
Thank you for attention

Contact: Djula Losonc
Mail address: djula@redcross.org.rs
Phone number: 011 / 3032 119 ext.113
Структура приручника:

Шта представља Sphere? (увод)
Повеља човечности
Заједнички стандарди
За све секторе
Снабдевање водом, санитација
И промоција хигијене
Обезбеђивање намирница, Исхрана и помоћ у храни
Привремени смештај, добра непрехрамбеног карактера
Здравствене услуге
Правила понашања
Прилози
Индекс

Свако поглавље укључује:
• Минимум стандарда
• Кључне показатеље
• Упутства
Координација рада снага заштите и спасавања - учесника у спровођењу задатка збрињавања

СВРХА КОМУНИКАЦИЈЕ И КООРДИНАЦИЈЕ:

- Установити све потребе угрожених људи и заједнице;
- Утврдити компетенције, одговорности, мере и задатке снага заштите и спасавања учесника у спровођењу збрињавања,
- Пружити сву потребну помоћ по приоритетима;
- Пружити благовремену помоћ у складу са међународним сатндардима;
- Избећи дуплирање ресурса и напора;
- Избећи непотребне трошкове;
Координација рада снага заштите и спасавања - учесника у спровођењу задатка збрињавања

Основни елементи координације:

1. Размена информација
2. Сарадња у реализацији припрема
3. Заједничко планирање